you're talking about the mind or the brain you are talking about something which has three parts. I am not that familiar with Freud or neuroscience but it reminds me of Plato's charioteer metaphor.
Kedar: Uh, I don't know that one. Could somebody explain? Sushama: Let me. Plato in his dialogue the Phaedrus compares the soul to a chariot with an ego-like charioteer pulled in opposite directions by a noble white horse which seems like Freud's superego and a baser black horse which seems like his id. Plato views the charioteer as only infrequently being swayed by the baser black horse. I think Freud seems less original when seen in that historical context.
But Ram, before we see id/ego/superego everywhere-ha, ha maybe I see it in the three of us-, let's remember there have been other tripartite divisions of the soul. Aristotle's division in De Anima of the soul into vegetative, animal and human components in particular comes to mind. And even to stick with modern psychology, I'm not sure where the conscious/unconscious/subconscious distinction fits in all this.
Ram:
You raise an interesting point. Historically I can make out two types of theories about the mind, each motivated by a different goal. Do you want your theory to explain human behaviour or do you want it to explain human functioning.
Kedar: First I want you to explain the difference.
Gladly. Human behaviour is explained by the fact that we're individuals living in society. We have our own desires but we've also internalized society's expectations of us and we're constantly balancing between these. And to the extent the balancing involves a conflict between different desire-sets, you're going to view the mind as composed of different personalities corresponding to the number of desire-sets.
But if you want to explain not human behaviour in society, but human functioning in the world of forces, objects and other nonhuman constraints, then positing different sub-personalities is no help. Whatever personality-type is operating, it must deal with the world using the one common body and so must interact with the world in the one common way.
As people in midlife crises are fond of pointing out, we are not what we do. The 'whys' of behaviour are explained by what we are, the 'hows' of function are explained by what our capacities are. Sushama: I think you're right in assessing the difference between id/ego/superego as well as Plato's charioteer metaphor on the one hand and Aristotle's vegetative, animal and human souls on the other; the former explains behaviour in terms of sub-personalities and the latter explains function in terms of capacities. But I'm less sure how your distinction applies to the conscious/unconscious/subconscious classification. It applies to behaviour not function and yet seems to be phrased in terms of capacities of the mind not personalities.
Ram: I would disagree with you. It's true the unconscious explains behaviour, but it seems to lack a personality only when you consider autonomous functions like regulating heartbeat. But that's not how it's conceived by psychologists. The unconscious as a psychological term is a faculty that works to suppress memories, emotions, etc. that are too disturbing for the conscious mind to deal with. In that way it has definite desires and manifests a secretive personality. So in general I would say the distinction holds: behaviour is explained by desires and motives and desires and motives constitute a personality…so if you want to explain behaviour you'll postulate sub-personalities-if you want to explain function you'll come up with different explanatory entities.
Kedar: You often bend over backwards to rescue a pet theory but here you may be right. Still haven't we spent too much time on behaviour-explaining theories to use your phrase? The more active debate among philosophers of mind these days is about what you call functional theories of mind.
Sushama:
Yes, I would say functional theories of mind have ruled the philosophical roost ever since Descartes characterized the mind as a thinking substance. But in that way doesn't he represent a unified, non-tripartite view of the mind? Kedar: Yeah, from a functional viewpoint, I too would say, 'We Are One'.
Ram: But let's not forget even Descartes' uses the term 'thinking' to broadly gloss over three distinct activities he himself recognizes: sense perception, rational thinking and belief formation. These are echoed in modern computational theories of mind, which also seem to affirm 'We Are Three'. Sense perception is receiving input, thinking proper is processing input, and belief formation not to mention willing the body to move is producing output.
To be sure the distinction is not always so clear-cut: after Marr's work, which showed the eye solves differential equations in producing a 3-D image, we know how process-laden some input like vision can be; and keeping in mind AI's frame problem, we know how belief-or-output-laden modeling a process like thinking or even receiving input can be. Perhaps because one biological structure-the neuron-underlies all three, it's hard in practice to always draw the distinction very finely. Still it's no accident that the input/process/output distinction has intuitive appeal. On this view, the mind is like a Turing machine, designed by evolution to function in a competitive environment.
Sushama: Hmm…input/processing/output definitely sounds more modern than sensing/thinking/willing …but as different as the activities are I can't help but like Descartes think there is some one thing underlying them all, something more fundamental which we should really identify with the mind, maybe consciousness, as mysterious as that is. Besides being in a state, the 'machine' seems to know what state it is in.
Kedar: That self-knowledge or consciousness is key. It shows that unlike machines, our minds are not purely physical things. That is the essence of the famous 'Mary's Room' argument.
The debate between composite/materialist and atomic/nonmaterialist theories of mind is also present in Indian philosophy in the Sankhya Darshan and Nyaya Darshan schools respectively. But Mary's room is not 'sublet' in this corner of India. Perhaps you can give a quick sketch of it.
Kedar: Sure. Mary is a super-scientist who has been reared in a black & white room. She learns all the physical sciences from physics to neurophysiology by way of lectures she sees on her black & white TV set. Then one day she's let out of her room and sees colors for the first time. She asks, pointing out the blueness of the sky, the redness of a ripe tomato, 'What's that?' She's told by her liberators that those are colors. She responds, 'No, before I was let out, I knew all about colors-that they were caused by differences in the wavelengths of light-but this is something completely new'.
Since Mary learns something new upon being let out of the black & white room, what she learns-what it is like to be conscious of colors-is not explicable in terms of her complete knowledge of the physical sciences.
Interesting argument if a little too hypothetical. But I think it's a bit hard to state. If I've understood correctly, the argument is really about all sensations, not just colors, which may've been chosen for dramatic effect. In other words, if Mary has no physicalist account of colors, she should for the same reasons not have had a physicalist account of what it's like to see black & white.
Ram: Forget seeing black & white. Consider the sense of smell. Suppose Mary smells only disinfectant smells in the room and has a physicalist account of them; then on being let out, she smells a rose. This is arguably analogous to the original situation but it would be unusual if Mary was puzzled to her physicalist core by the smell of a rose; it would be unusual because there is no reason why a biochemical account could be given of disinfectant smells but not the smell of a rose.
Similarly consider the sensation of lifting weighted objects, where also we may be more content with physicalist explanations, the point being there is more resistance to physicalist explanations of vision than some other sensations. And not coincidentally more of the brain is devoted to visual stimuli than any other which fits right into the physicalist story.
Kedar: That's an interesting point. Others have also pointed out that conscious experience changes with brain damage which is a physical thing. But these arguments only show that physical things are involved in perception, not that they constitute perception.
But perhaps we're getting ahead of ourselves. You two are right: the argument is really about all sensations; it's just more dramatic with colors. Sometimes I prefer how Leibniz puts it. I read in a Wikipedia article that Leibniz asked his readers to imagine a person enlarged so you could enter him like a mill…
Ram: Maybe the person could be called John Stuart Mill?
Kedar: You just can't help it can you? Anyway, Leibniz argued that though you might see all sorts of things inside 'John Stuart Mill' like gears, pulleys and levers, you would never see a sensation. Both Leibniz's version and Mary's room show that sensations, and therefore the mind, cannot be explained by purely physical processes.
Ram: Hold on. That's too quick. I read Jackson's paper, 'What Mary Didn't Know' after you mentioned him. (turns to Sushama) Jackson is the originator of the Mary's room argument and I didn't want to just rely on Wikipedia summaries. Jackson formalizes his own argument as follows (writes on a blackboard in Sushama's office):
(1) Mary (before her release) knows everything physical there is to know about other people.
(2) Mary (before her release) does not know everything there is to know about other people (because she learns something about them on her release). Ram: Perhaps Jackson wants to emphasize that it's a broader swath of knowledge that is left out of the physicalist picture than just personal knowledge. But I agree: the argument is most forceful when confined to what Mary doesn't know about herself. That being suggested by the title, it's curious Jackson doesn't flush out the argument exclusively in those terms… Kedar: Maybe unlike you, he doesn't start his article by coming up with a title. Ha Ha.
Ram: Anyway, I wrote Jackson's version of the argument on the blackboard because it is stated as a formal, deductive argument with what I think are true premises. Therefore I believe the conclusion. But I want to maintain that the nonphysicalist truths the argument shows the existence of are fully explainable by purely physical causes to the extent that they can be explained at all. Before her release Mary, though she knows all physical facts about seeing red, doesn't know what it is like to see red. But I don't think it shows that seeing red is not caused by the eye being a certain way and the tomato being a certain way, etc., i.e. by purely physical things. In the future we may be able to build a robot that truthfully says, 'I see red'.
Kedar: How would you know the robot was being truthful?
Ram: We would presumably know whether we'd programmed the robot to lie or not.
Sushama:
No I think Kedar's point is that the robot could be mistaken, not that he'd intentionally lie. For example, he might not be able to see anything like we do-just his programming dictates that under certain conditions he'd say he sees red.
Ram:
True, but we might also know whether the robot has been merely programmed to simulate human behaviour or is actually exhibiting human behaviour. I admit this is tricky. In fact Searle's Chinese room argument seems to show that things like understanding a language are impossible purely as a result of following a program or set of instructions. Understanding has to come up out of the hardware involved in what we've called input.
But if we have reason to think that the hardware is as appropriately complex as our own, we might say the robot sees red purely as a result of the hardware, i.e. physical things. Searle does allow for this possibility.
Sushama: Hmm…I wonder if a color-blind scientist would be able to build such a robot. Wouldn't that show the distinction you want to make? The scientist wouldn't know what it's like to see red but he would know all the things that go into seeing red because he's able to reproduce them.
Kedar: You two are missing the point, the point Leibniz made when he described walking into a person as into a mill. Even if the scientist could build such a robot, the robot might know what it's like to see red; the scientist, being color-blind, still wouldn't know. Mary's room still works: there is a gap between all the physical accompaniments of seeing red and the experience of seeing red. And the EXPERIENCE of seeing red, seeing blue, etc. is what consciousness is. So the scientist has no real understanding of consciousness even though he's able to reproduce it. Consciousness may arise when certain physical things are present but that would only show constant conjunction not a causal relationship.
Sushama:
Hold on Kedar. I think you're in danger of straying from your best point. The color-blind scientist could use his knowledge of neurophysiology to repair his own color-blindness. Still I think you'd say he wouldn't by his physical tinkering have an explanation of what it's like to see red. He would have an understanding of what it's like to see red but that understanding isn't identical to the knowledge involved in his self-repair. I think I agree with this.
But you should be wary of describing the gap in terms of constant conjunction and causal connection. After all, following Hume, we know in any causal chain, it's only constant conjunction we observe, not some necessary causal connections. The feeling of necessary connection comes from habit.
Ram: Good point. Maybe the habit of making a necessary connection between seeing red and the usual physical accompaniments will arise only after sufficient repetition, after not just the brilliant scientist reproduces consciousness but every kid on the block has a toy do-it-yourself consciousness kit. Seeing red may then become as prosaic as the sensation of lifting a weight. Kedar: Look: consciousness is most certainly a real event or phenomenon. A real event or phenomenon cannot exist without the existence of some real, physical substance or thing. Consciousness, however, in logical or conceptual terms, is, SELF-EVIDENTLY, absolutely distinct from any possible spatial structure or system; most undeniably, no knowledge of any possible spatial structure or system can give the knowledge of consciousness, the knowledge of what it is really like seeing the color red for example. Furthermore, if A, in logical or conceptual terms, is absolutely distinct from B, A cannot be physically identical to B. Consciousness is, therefore, a non-spatial physical thing.
Sushama: Whew! Now I see why you suggested 'The Self-Evident Mind' as the title. But seriously, I think Ram would agree that consciousness is not identical to physical objects and processes but he would nevertheless say it is constituted by them. Isn't that right Ram? Sushama: I agree that the problem may be insoluble but I think you want to therefore characterize it as a pseudo-problem and that I disagree with. We may be tempted to compare physicalist attempts to understand consciousness with 18 th century attempts to understand electricity. This may make us think that the former too though initially mysterious will ultimately be brought within the physicalist fold. But there's a crucial disanalogy between the two: 'What is consciousness?' can be interpreted as two distinct questions: 'What causes consciousness?' And 'what is it to be conscious?' 'What is electricity?' can only be interpreted as 'What causes electricity?', 'What is it to be electricity?' being meaningless. Maybe physicalists have gotten so used to explaining phenomena where only the one question is applicable that they, I think erroneously dismiss those who entertain the other question. But the blame is not all one way. Those who entertain the 'what is it to be conscious?' question, think that because there is no physicalist answer to that question, therefore there must be a gap in the
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